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Young and Broken
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Where did all the happiness go?
Why are you so stressed out?

When was the last time you smiled?
What made you lose focus on the life you planned out?

Where did that joy you once gave off go?
  

I'd say you changed, but that's an understatement 
Your eyes would look towards the skies

Now you look towards the floor
I know I hardly say a word

I know I can't be there to turn the world right side up
I remember you said I was the foundation you wanted

  
Now it's all gone

And we are no more
  

You're happier disconnected from me
I can only be content with your happiness

You don't know that it hurt
I keep this to myself and try to push forward

You have another there with you
And I keep to myself 

Alone in this world until I find the next one
  

We talked about love 
We were the definition of a couple

We disregarded all that others would say
We were one

And now we are none
  

Where did the happiness go?
What happened to the joy and laughter?

  
Lost forever with the words of "us" and "we"

Until we find another to complete what could've been with you and me
6



Life gives us opportunities, chances, things of that nature; but it's
what is done with those chances that give us the reward from life. 

  
I was given a great home,

A great family,
A great job,

A minor potential book deal,
A relationship with an amazing young lady,

But it's the choices I've made that make the life I could have. 
  

The home,
The family,

The job, 
They'll be there for a while longer. 

  
The book deal,
The book deal,

Maybe it's time to give that up and give the next person that
chance. 

I like to say, "Take a chance because you never know what might
happen!"

  
The amazing relationship,

The amazing woman in my eyes,
To compare her to the skies is unfair,

She's beyond that. 
  

The chance was taken,
One I'll never regret,

But it's what I did with that chance is why I'm here. 
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I screwed up,
Messed up what could've been, 

What could've been a great future,
And that's why I'm here. 

  
I've found the blueprint to life. 

  
This is the simple blueprint to

happiness:
Trust,

Honesty,
Chances,
And love. 

  
I haven't been writing for as long as

many people,
And I haven't lived as long as many

people,
But if there's one thing she showed me,

It was the blueprint to happiness. 
  

Chances don't come as often as you
would hope. 
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She was everything I could hope for: 
Smart,
Funny,

Beautiful, 
Everything a guy could ask for. 

  
It's the simple blueprint for happiness:

Trust,
Honesty,
Chances,
And love. 

  
She had all of those requirements filled out for me. 

  
She trusted me,

She was honest with me,
She have me plenty of chances,

And most importantly,
She loved me with every ounce of energy she had. 

  
I didn't do the same. 

I didn't know how to trust her,
I wasn't always honest with her,

I didn't give her enough chances as she gave to me,
And I couldn't love her as much as she did love me. 

  
Now I sit through this darkness,

Sick and depressed,
Wishing and hoping it would be different. 

  
It's what we do with these chances that makes the life for us,

And I could beg or plead till my heart gives out,
But I wouldn't question her for moving on. 
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The simple blueprint for happiness:
Trust,

Honesty,
Chances,
And love. 

  
So to the next man that is lucky enough to meet her and have her. 

  
Trust her,

Be honest with her,
Give her all the chances in the world,

And love her. 
  

And she'll do the same,
But even greater. 

  
Don't be like I am. 

  
I am the fool. 

  
Just treat her right,

And the chance you take on her,
Will be the chance you'll never want to squander ever in this lifetime. 

  
And as for me,

I think I'll move over and let the next take my place. 
  

No more books. 
  

The books are difficult to put together,
And with a mess like me,

Good luck
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I feel like I should speak up
  

Like I should use the common words in this frightening
common place

Like I should pull together who I am and speak my mind
Speak my soul, so to speak
Like I should let it all out

Like I should take into account our beginnings to save this
from the deadly collision

To save us and who we wanted to be
Like I should pull the strings back into place

Like I should call out your name to free my emotions
Free what I'm holding in to say that you're really mine again

Like I should open myself to the world
Like I should merge the different selfs into one and create a

super me
A super me that could fix all that's broken and restore what we

all were hoping
  

But I can't
  

Her ears are sewn shut with my crazed being
She doesn't want any part of me

But at the same time, she wishes for me to appear
She doesn't want to feel like the me she fell for is the me that's

no more
But she says she doesn't care

She doesn't want to be hurt by my faults
But she's been by my side through these past times
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And so it goes
  

The green eyed monster yet again
rears it's ugly head once more

  
The green eyed monster that was

given to jealousy 
  

The green eyed monster that
appears to destroy what happens

can occur
  

The green eyed monster grasps the
care I have for her to have it

struggle to gain a breathe and live
as it once did

  
The care I have survives

bombardment after bombardment
to expand

  
Tossed aside as a token of ones

love
I stand before the stars once more

  
A broken mortal at a loss for light
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And so I find myself as the other,
Last week it was this unknown with the changing

expressions,
Focused into doubt,

I find myself in her position,
Physically attentive on analytical work,

Yet mentally attached to what used to be,
With the loss of immediate work,
I can only sit to think of what was,

Of how it could've been,
Separated from all reality,

Lyrics feed into my ear reinforcing what I had,
In reality I'm surrounded by what I hoped to have,
The only person in this library who doesn't belong,
Strong emotional attachment that diminishes my

physical being,
Exhausted and alone in mind,

I never could see how I could go on,
I can't see how the future looks,

I sit in my corner thinking of what could've been,
I repeat the words I wished we said, 

I lose all thought of now and think of then,
Hidden to those that I surround myself,

Difficult to think of and speak upon,
One day,

One day I could come to terms with the now.
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How much she loved me
How much she wanted to make a life with me

She wanted to have my kids
Maybe two or three
Taking her bowling 

Out for coffee during eventless mornings
Ring shopping schedule when I landed

Miles away with a love that was close and dear
Stronger in small portions

Wanting 
Lusting

Each night ending with "I love you"
Mine

Owning up to it
To us

Facetiming a couple times in months of "us"
Calling every other week

Falling in love with letters and sounds
Only letters and sounds

  
Only compiled messages saying what we "would" do

She went out
I stayed in and hoped for the best

Roses lay in the river
Returned gifts and spoken love

Each stanza holding regret and temptation
"I could change"

New bottles mold the river
Like grasses and trees breathing life
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Bottles
Tall and short

Lining the coastline
I sit in the drainage point

The mental lake
Flooded with love poems making new women fall in love

"What is love?"
Lines in the light of Sidney

Ships flowing across the spilled river
Sinking as they arrive on banks

Sunk like hopes and dreams
Of marriage and children

Trusting in myself to make it write
  

Morning's sun light depressed fires
No matter how many eye rubs I use
I'm still in this lake of soiled cloths

Stained walls and broken lungs
Speaking to the sunken ships
Thinking about love's texts

Each message saying "I love you"
I needed that
I wanted that

Morning nights and midnight brights flood unmotivated eyes
Razors cut the heartaches beard

Clean shaven into a new man
The man she won't see
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Burning to the ground
Bottles and banks

Rivers and uncovered ships ablaze 
No one will miss it

No one knew it to be there
With cases in hand

The new day shines bright with forgotten
binges

Blacked out nights
Walls of a sullen poet's heartbreak

Pages lost to shedding warmth
Suits adjusted to new work schedules

New places to make a name
New places to fall in love

New places to burn when the love is
disconnected

New places to begin a new batch of
forgotten poems

As pages burn 
The fiery river remains

A template for what is to come
Given months time or yearly occasions

New rivers in homes turned to ash
Riddled in poetic carbons with sunken

ships
Forgotten until a new heartbreak's time
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Your pocket,
A fast sun

In over a
Symphony.

  
Your smile,

A slowed moon
Down below

The stars.
  

Your thought,
Stumbling comets

Passing through
The crowds. 

  
Your intention,

Hidden gems
Stalking beside

The statues. 
  

Your eyes,
Angelic light

Piercing through
The heart.

Love screams
As the moon and rain return

Romance is lost
As the streets freeze over

Desolation and despair are left to flourish
The flowers shrivel
The sun dissipates

The mood remains strange until the light
shines once again

Silence fills the air
The street lamps begin to dim

And with that
Another day is lost
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Under this tree
We had our first kiss

She fell into love
I fell into regret

She hated herself
I loved the world around me

She lost her life
I never cared more until it

was lost
She still walks the floors

I stay awaken by nightmare's
kiss

  
Under this tree

I fell in love
Regretted love
I hate myself

She walks in distance close
and far

Beyond the plain
Near the tree

Our tree
In open sights

Clouds rain
Drying the trees once more

  

Under this tree
The leaves are gone

The grass surrounding changing to
collapsed soils

Dead in nutrients and saviors
Flowers lay beneath the loving tree

The tree where they fell in love
Where she laid to rest

Taken back by elder wants
Moved quickly by lessened returns

  
I went to that once life fulfilling

tree
With an ax and matches in hand

Leaving my past love in ashes
memories

No one must live with unwanted
guilt

Shackled results
Chained to a choice without wants

Under this burning tree
I left my memories

I freed my regretful mind
I let go of her mistakes

Creating my own
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Tell me a love story,
But you don't know the first line,

You told me all those lies,
While speaking with those broken eyes,

I'm only left with broken dreams,
Looking at the walls with a silent scream,

Tell me what's hurting me,
I saw you go and never turn back

  
And we both move on,

Living in a different scene,
Wondering if it was meant to be,

Thinking about you all day and night
  

And we both move on,
Wishing you were here,

Looking out a window holding in my tears,
Wishing you were here to stay,

Across from me
  

Tell me a love story,
Of you and me living out a dream,
Let it be of meadows and fortunes,

Hand in hand singing songs of the same old tune,
Holding on to what we used to always see

  
And we both move on,

Never looking back,
Leaving us in the past,

Tossing and turning with the same old nightmare
  

Moved on and never coming back,
I wish I could said all I could've done,

Taking my silences all back,
To know at least I had you in my hands.
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Tired
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Another sleepless night
Another reminiscent night

So here's to the thoughts and memories
of what could've been
You were beautiful 

You still may be
And with a sense of humor that match

my own
You still may have that

More knowledge than I ever could think
You still may be intelligent 

Caring more than any man deserves
You still most likely are

Very protective of who you are
You still think that way possibly

A very understanding woman with high
hopes

You still may have those high hopes
  

Not a day passes where I don't reminisce 
I don't stop and think of what used to be

There used to be a feeling burrowed
behind my ribs 

But since the dreaded day
Has shrunken with every passing minute

It may never dissipate 
But it may never be the same as it once

was
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I wouldn't think of the dreaded day as
a negative

The times spent as one was greatly
appreciated

The safety nets were in place during
that period

Someone we could speak to
And care for

And to believe in
  

As these days pass
Not one one minute goes without

reminiscent thought
Not one second passes where I don't

see that smile when it gets dark
Not one dream occurs without hearing

that once special voice
  

I thank you for being a part of me
Having a place in me for the slightest

moment in time
And having been there at the

beginning
The beginning when dreams became

realities
And you placed faith far deep into me

than I could ever deserve
Thank you for reoccurring in dreams

and ideas
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Blindfolded 
We walk into it's path

The life we have never lasts for
more than in moments

Moments we share with others
and not ourselves

We may not have close minded
memories

We may not have the lonely
identities 

Eyes closed
We walk forward

Falling into this love that never
had a foundation

Not cemented and rooted to hold
us down

Not by force, but by gravity
Holding us close imagined for

what we used to be
Or what we could now be

Or what we are
Blinders on 

We push ahead
Head down to our chests with no

light in sight
Pushing forth with the dying hope

of something better
Until we reach down and burn the

old love letters
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The stars lead the way
Out in the open

world where we can
run free

No worries leading
into the next day

The winds tell a story 
Whispers of what

used to be
Holding onto us for

dear life
I remember her smile 

The voice that once
was

Flowers blossomed
with the beauty that

is only imagined
The trees with all the

past wisdom
Often returning to
escape my insides
Often a place to

forget the once was
Only to remember
the here and nows
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She loved me
She hated me

She doesn't care
  

Meant to be
By who?

How do they know?
What am I trying to say?
What am I trying to find?

Tears shed each day that passed
For who?

What did it mean?
The love she had for me

Was it true?
Was it real?

Bottles all around me
Why am I thinking of this?

Why does it bother me?
Hung up over a past date
Who was I to say I loved?

Did I love her?
Angry at the world's sight

Did I toss those gentle words?
What about the others?

  
I'm wanting this too fast

Is this why I'm saddened this other doesn't
reply?

Am I rushing into deep blackened hearts?
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I never had the
chance

To tell her how I'd
save her

Cold nights 
Broken doors

That left her there
All alone

  
I never had the

chance
To tell her hi
Show a smile

Look her in her eye
There she was

Sad and by herself
  

I never had the
chance

To make it right
Months ago

She wouldn't show
Not a wave

Walking past like
she was another

ghost
  

I never had the chance
To tell her bye

Look her in 
Her great brown eyes

Subtle voice
That would always tell me why

  
Why would it matter now?

The past is now gone
She's not coming back

She'll never know what I said
Never to love what she could've

read
  

All on me to blame
  

A step to my right
She was perfect in sight

Standing alone
Talking to the unknown

A long passed and by
The corner of my eye

She'll never know what I had to
say

No more of the perfect Thursdays
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As the sands of the desert air flow
The disconnect stretches far beyond the Sahara

Australian coastlines become translations of the formed lines
Characters unforgettable

Lost in the journeys of adulthood
The once skyward goddess walks among the common

Common and nothing more
Blonde streaks mended by the brown strands
The once joyous grin, now filled with despair

  
His path cleared

The ghosts walk among the, now, man
Notes and melodies transitioning through each harmonious key

Words of a once broken heart fill the pages for the young
The skies begin to cloud

A service welcomed by the young man
Dreary storms play backgrounds to the ongoing play

  
As the playwright, I must amend 

Life contains no one joyous occasion
Nor does this life contain one broken image

He must learn where this world may take him
The forgone beauty

Loved once before in all of her innocence
Cruel mistress of time exhibits the abusive nature

Cruel skies become unforgiving to her plastered image
The once longed for characters become the freedoms of a split love

A love ever distanced by the prevalent winds
A love which never was in the eyes of the forgotten beauty
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What is it?
What makes you fill with joys when she walks

past?
What is it that makes you two argue?

What makes you fall even when there's no
words to be said?

What is it in a name?
What makes the worlds crash, but is calm?
What is it when the roses become daisies?

What makes the roads apart become together
in a dream?

What is it where the dream never returns?
What makes time slow when you haven't heard

from them?
What is it once you finally hear them?

  
What kind of love lets distance become an

opportunity?
What kind of love leaves the hurt with the joys?

What kind of love gives shelter in words?
What kind of love leads to ultimate sacrifice?

What kind of love is a peaceful death?
What kind of love do you have?

What kind of love have you lost?
What kind of love can never become?

What kind of love is the clear flower on the
clear face?

  
What kind of love is there?
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Feelings,
Emotions,

Why do they exist?
Why do they change?

Why do they come
with thoughts?

Why do they make us
sad with the happy

moments?
Why do they make us

miss?
Why can they affect

our outcome?
Why do they take

over?
Why do they make us

do things?
Why can't they fix

things?
Why?
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Why did she tell the world of our story?
The poetry that immortalized her

Though it doesn't carry her name, it holds
strong as an emotional lorry

Through time it doesn't rust, but carries
on in life's next chapter

Who was to compare her beauty to suns?
If I were to keep her in good favor, then

I'd write of her often
In loving sonnets and joyous song, her

love would be truly won
Yet, there's something in blurted lines

that gels weak as drenched cotton 
It was words that immortalized a meaning

or feeling
Word in care and trusted hope that she

may be of the caring type too
Is trust now broken in accidental desire's

speaking?
Can I go blindly into the shortened hours

that fateful summer took?
It was during midnight's writing

That she took my heart in noble liking
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Brightness inside of terror
Fire in troubled despair

The teddy bear to a child's
nightmare

Smiles after nearing death
  

Welcoming white gowns
Her smile in innocence joined

Committed in eternal vows
The chapters renewed in

separated unity
  

Let the stars speak silently
Suns burning with dimmed

lights
As wonderment showers the

troubled pasts
In birthed eyes do lights cover

in heavens joy
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Stars are the essence of beauty
Dimming as they age and turn to dust

But beautiful to the eye
In madness, they bring smiles to their

wonderment
Darkened nights filled with passionate

exchange
She is the stars to my night sky

Innocence in careful talks
I hope my lights don't make the stars

disappear
Filling with emptiness and regret

So I choose my lights carefully
Hoping to see the glimmers of her during

night or day
Blue skies glittered with lifted cheek

Bitten smiles to hide the embarrassed joy
With my eyes closed, let this star stay

shining during my sky's night
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I fall onto songs of the
sea

Dimmed stars in
dreaded nights

Along the pier lost in
what is meant to be

In love's flight and hell
bent sight

Where does the deer
head?

Caught under Heaven's
headlights

Where mirrors force my
life into defense

By shadow's hand
Where love and joys

attach to kites
My heart bids fallen

stars to see beyond the
sacred scars

As walls within are lined
with scratches behind

romantic bars
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My time will come
I'll turn over and see her sleeping beside me

The sun peeking through the curtains 
Glossing over her face as she smiles through the dreams

I could only stare into the sky
Pondering of a different way to make her smile from ear to ear

White walls filled with light
Showing the love that has built between the both of us

We are one
So long I've been searching for her through the fog

The voice I hear when i get lost in the dark
Searching for the light to see her once again 

Keys pressed for this reason
Piano melodies created for days upon her return

The petals haven't fallen through the winter
Warmth radiating from her joy and her eyes
Laying awake for hours to never feel weary

Thinking of the day I see her waiting for me to rush over
She is above the ground she stands on

In the arms that have vowed to keep her nothing short of happy
Hours and hours in silence

No words could be said to stop the constant conversation
Apart for a minute

Only to feel gone for an eternity
A frame for the moment

The lasting picture that continues to move
I could smile for hours to leave strangers in awe

If only they could feel what I have at this moment
Asking as every second passes 

Never truly knowing the feeling of this love she blankets over me
My time will come

I'll see her standing there 
Only for me 

One day will I feel the happiness
The joy to call her mine
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Open Air
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I'll take her
flowers in the

dark
Go for walks all

through the
park

Make her my
new fair
monarch

Show her the
love that reads

far off the charts
Her smile

means the world
to me

Her words float
beyond than

eyes could see
She brings forth

this new
intensity

A look in those
eyes can set a

broken man free
She's the one
that we all do

need
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Fate
Clouds gathered on that fateful day
In shambles and filled with worry

Her day ridden with greed and deception
She cried a tear that lead to the lines created

Lines where the words would form
Letters formulating ideas

  
Communicating every now and then

Hanging off on the rare sends
The smallest character count disintegrating the dreary storm clouds

Symbols in place of emotion
Screens half filled with beyond expectations

Dreams of her eyes the day following the time of rest
  

She stood in place of fantasy
Innocent trust with troubles of youth
Colored in the hues of nature's beauty

Dresses that seemed to catch every part of innocence
Divinity at the center of her universe as she was in time

  
The clocks stop and time seems to fall day by day

Month by month
The lines bury under the lost time

Immediate responses became years far gone
The hand held for her if she were to fall, has given way

All that time left were the ghosts of yesterdays past
Words are spent in the mountain tops whispered to the winds

Ghosts follow the new days and avenues
Remnants of the archaic beauty
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Tis the clouds where most
imagination has gone

These winds whisper kisses the fall
days

Birds take thee to dream through
natural song

Leaves upon the trees prove life to
be a dismal play

The writer grasps his cold hearted
pen

Windows align in patterns of the
opened mind

Blank sheets discern the inner
speech held by no which can be said

This flame willows at the
floundering sign

Cold, heavy breath in these
darkened nights

The town is drowned by the by the
silence of the shadows

The writer cannot find his dreary
eyes to look beyond the glowing

sights
Fathers and mothers in peace upon

those ghastly gallows
Clocks repeated patterns display the

sorrow that falls from above
The writer tattered in rags has
become the victim to lost love
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Not one is identical to the next
Petals take shape separate from one

another
Colors vary as they reveal their true selves

We give them meaning
We give them purpose

We exchange them as gifts
We exchange them to heal

Something so stationary with more
meaning than us

Red is love
White is purity

Red and white is unity
Yellow is the friendship

Reddened yellow is friendship
transforming into love

The blushing cheeks of the one we got to
know

Happy to be beside
Happy to speak to

Embarrassed by attention
Shy to commit to the feeling

Wanting to mean more than close enough
Reddened yellow

The dream we have as we hope for the
storybook ending
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It speaks of Poseidon's wrath
The drowning of tears from

the poet's noose
Crying pens screaming with

tongues removed by the
dreaded slash

Graveyards in shame with
headstone's sin removed

Clutched in the arms of the
juggler

In helmets with mouths shut
Controlled by the temptress

in eyes of hidden urger
Following the rigid coast,

atop the Great Trunk
This step, where love told of

her wit
This step, where love spoke

of his bravery
This step, where love wrote

of their split
This step, where love dreamt

of their unity
Older lights speak of loves

meeting
In somber tones before
hearts were cut in joy's

bleeding
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If we were seeds to soil
She would be an innocent flower with a fiery leaf

The hidden beauty in crowds of gardens
Roses, tulips, daisies

She stands before the masses in shadowed sight
  

When found
She draws the drones

Wishing to carry nectar
Tending to her uses

  
I sit upon barren branches

Admiring from afar
Her petals in beauty's stars

She is beyond uses
But hidden among tattered vines

  
How this lone leaf wishes to share the air directed toward

heaven's flower
Among the vines and battered by drones

Only to look upon what beauty the soils have given to sight
Yet, afar her petals sparkle in galactic light

Lessening the barren branches
Brightening dimmed sun

  
She matches the commonest of angels
Stem and petals onto godly pedestals
From distance she's defined beauty

Timid smiles soothing
Joy of her is me
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I talk to stone
Tell the hardened rock that I love no more

My love was taken many years ago
Cast out to alleys like the rubbish of New Year's celebration

The halls turned to whispers when I walked past
Laughter from the common ladies who knew of us
Taken knives to my appearance for love's sacrifice

The stabbing pains changed me
  

I tell the stones with each day that passes
I love no more

Let trains distort my bones
Butterflies gouge my eyes

Children take my bloody heart 
Learning from fallen heroes

Stones don't speak
Stones don't change your wants

Stones don't let you forget
I live with masks

Covering my want to reach my love
The only love in mind

With masks on, my loves change
Growing in madness

  
Tell me stone

Lights show man what beauty truly is
Where must a man go to find beauty in darkened days?

Without words
I follow your voice
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Bottles line the grounds
Whiskey and moonshine

Hard liquor
No beer bottles

Drinking to forget her
Too many bottles on floors of regret

Wanting to forget who she was
My dreams is where she visits

Staying with me each night
Overtaking my thoughts as I push

the idea of her away
Sitting in filth

My own pool of heartbreak's river
Walls lined with pages of her
Poetry written to forgive me

Lyrics of love
Wishing she would let me come back

Let me hold her once more
Tears to broken walls

Broken windows back to drunken
tears

Hidden from the normal day to day
  

I loved when she said it was mine
All of it

All of she
Mine and no one else to call their

own
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Illuminated skylines,
the trees lit with Christmas nights,

  
Off to our spring,

we can barely stand with ballooned halves to
string.

  
Her eyes light up with the mouse,

the silhouettes of who was there with streets in
waves to an orchestral bounce.

  
A wonderful sight,

her and I near this starry night.
  

This mouse,
viewed as disease and monopoly in mid trounce,

warming the bubble gum eyes,
elder grins in dying loves with hearts alive,

as a girl to Queen and man to King,
rodent celebrations leading creative binds to

sing.
  

Our first vacation,
blinded by toddler kinds and dreams of

cartooned bravery.
  

She, my concentration,
warms my drawn heart in her soft dressed

bakery.
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Movement
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Cute bank teller,
We locked eyes and I could see it,

A few dates here and there,
Maybe a coffee break from her work,

But isn't that how it all begins,
You lock eyes with someone and imagine a beginning,

She was beautiful,
They all are,

Maybe there could've been a future,
But we'll never know,

It's great to meet someone and lock eyes for a second,
See into each other's heart,

Each other's soul,
For that split second your hearts are in sync,

Beating that one beat together,
Then you turn away and leave,

The rhythm changes slightly until you meet the next
one,

This is happiness at a glance,
Then the question arises,

Will you see her again?
Is she the one you want to enjoy coffee with?

Can she make you laugh?
And then you decide,

Build up the confidence to speak,
Or contemplate if there was a future as you run miles

away from her.
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It was a surprise,
I wanted to give my thorough goodbyes and handshakes,

I seen her once more,
One more time to see her smile,

Hear her laugh,
Innocence in the way she spoke,

She was a wild card to rely on,
Gladly she was there,
I wanted to tell her,

Hold her at least,
Tell her I'm here for her as well as the goodbyes,

She was sitting there,
Waiting for an event,

Seemed like she was waiting for me,
No confidence,

No words,
Speechless to tell her how I feel,

They say if you care about someone enough,
You would let them go,

I consider this time as a let go moment,
The lasting image is her driving away,

Locking eyes for a spilt second once more,
Sad to see,

Eyes filled with hurt,
But I seen her once more,

One more time to hear her and see her,
One last time that I could hold close to me,

One more memory to last forever.
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Waitressing tables as she is obligated to do
I caught her eye looking my way with a

hesitant move
A reposition as if to erase what caught her

eye
Out of embarrassment, she smiles as we

lock eyes
Unprepared for what to do next

She descends to the kitchen to proclaim a
new order for a new customer

Focused on responsibility, I forget the
once upon a time incident

Empty the imaginative thoughts that seep
into kind as seems to happen each time I

lock eyes with a new beauty
The confidence levels fluctuate as time

passes
When she's not around, thoughts of how

and when multiply as bacteria on a kitchen
table

When she appears, the brain pauses like a
supercooled liquid shaken just enough

I feel her stares as she passes through the
diner floor

Once again, I glance
Eyes connect as if a conversation has begun

and the intimate have flown through the
air
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Our food arrives
And a new character comes to light to thank

our expeditor for their service
Conversation begins at the table as do all

family meals
A glance to hopefully catch her eye leaves the

other to wonder
Who are you looking for?

Who do you see?
No one in particular, but a normal glance to

scout the crowd
In thought, I was searching for her

For no particular reason
I wanted to catch one more glance

  
Conversation resumes 

Sports to memories to future endeavors
The trade talks and new seasons to provide

excitement for our specific teams
Championship talks to prove that we know

how teams are built
Remembrance of our grandparents 

Cousins and family gatherings
How I became relatively smart and all the scars

So you want to become a musician
A biologist
A teacher

Each future dictating how we appear to the
public eye
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The check arrives
A glance for good

measure ascertains a sea
of customers 

And no waitress
As we begin to walk to
the register to end the

experience
She appears in our path

Eyes locked
A simple excuse me is

exchanged
And so goes another

incident 
Eyes lock as she smiles
A smile that is sure to
stay for days to come

Countless "what-if's" and
"if only I would've" begin

to blossom
  

A short drive home
becomes a cataclysm in

mind
Another day gone 
Another day passes
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I'm running from feelings
I sit in diner booths

Speaking to love and all her
complicated scars

Listening intently to anger and
his stories that end in volatile

laughter
Holding onto sadness as she

stares out the windows to old
couples

Texting happiness
Hoping he didn't drink himself

into a corner
I went on a walk down the

boulevard
During the midnight

Looking for fear
To follow her and her

bloodstained hands
Just to hold those hands
And disappear with guilt

Then to fall asleep with regret
And tell her why I need her the

most
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Hopeful Sight
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We see someone that we adore and think
as romantics

I see her and she calls me dude
We see the stars and try to decipher

cupid's tactics
I laugh because she weird, but with me

and others in tune
Compared to summer days and

blossoming springs, can they be fair
I remember vaguely how I met her

Roses do, but kiss the cheeks of our
addiction's hair

Overweight superheroes are the guardians
of her work's curse

Caressing hands make connections far
below the cloth and skin

She laughs at the subtle of differences
Dreading the captured vision of lover's sin

Running through verbs and research for
focused sentences

As others beg to the skies for a true love's
kiss

I know we'll be the part of friendships
with the same joyful and suicidal death

wish
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Two brown pools of innocence
The brightest eyes I've ever

seen
Her lips covered in the rosy red

As beautiful as can be
She hadn't said one word to me

Nor did she know my name
I've heard her speak once

before
Heavenly sounds from an

angelic face
Her frame encapsulated by the

blue polkadots
An ocean of blue reflecting the

clouds up above
Each time she spoke I was held

attentive 
Entombed with this beauty

before me
I wish to her once more

To hear her speak my name
To be enclosed in those brown

eyes
The beauty in the blue polka

dots 
Leaves me stumbling like a

drunk through a vacant parking
lot
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Eyes
Beauteous eyes

For not one second removed in
presence of thee eyes

Speakers of true feeling
Gatherers of innocence

She has the eyes of nature's beauty
Eternity of youthful glee

Older in composition do they tell
the tales of a million men

Young in expertise are they molded
to view

Visions of the outer layers
protruding with every tear

The light envisioned 
Her light that has gone

These women that glide into rooms
anew 

The nuance of color, knowledge,
and pride

Breathe these lights to shine with
due time

Another is gone
A beauty now diminished

The cycle of visions molds a new
contagious, tilted stare
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A trophy wife
The barest of them

all
Her looks descend
into the bowels of

time
Her mind still of

that fateful day she
turned and hide

The other
Twisted into the

columns of the tales
Drifted into the

eternal wonderland
of Eden

The Stars grow
bright as the trees

subside
Apart for that dear
second to catch the

fortunate and
opportune sunrise
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She stood there
Brown hair with the slight blonde streaks

There they stood separated by pillars
In the hallways of adolescence

Catching eyes and embarrassment
Joyous tones filling the halls of growth

Grins speaking louder than words could
  

Lessons missed by silent conversation
Drawings of him and her

Diagrams of the home she had laid her head
Innocence in a small frame

  
The heroic traits which placed her among

Venus
Winds calm at the sight of her stare

Rains end with each step taken
Skies clear with every innocent tear

  
She could've been the one

The one in the adolescent loves
Ones come in pairs whether it was known at

the time
Yet, she stood be for the masses

Fallen under the spells of saint valentine
Each stumbled sentence brought forth her

joy
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Give her gold
Silvers and platinums

Shower her with diamonds
  

And she still left
Greed was her love

Fixed incomes and luxuries
Massive amounts for her to gorge

  
In love

In heartbreak
  

I met another who fell in love with
my words

My stylized rhythm
My flowered verbiage

She spends my love
Love in sight

  
Without a want for gold
For silvers or platinums

The forgetful joy of diamonds
She loves the poet

Without the hidden chase to a
bank

  
She's mine in eternal cuffs
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Be not fully bound in
true love's light

As beauty decays before
my true love's eyes

Never to rescind in favor
as days fall to time

This, by which we truly
desire

True love which attracts
the dear water

Boundless in shape and
volume 

Everlasting emotion
until the deep ends of

time
The pure, innocent love
fair to keep till it is life's

turn to die

If it shall not be
Then I shall not see 

The virtues of dear life
The gracious beauty in your sight

Rather one too many times beside
thee

In thy brightest light does this
tired heart sing from spite

Dear gods in through the heavens
Choose me as the valiant knight
punished by your natural wrath

Tis within a name
The name of this one true divinity

Take my life 
As well as sight 

By my heart's tears
Leave this realm with all delight
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The world is blind to me
You're the reason Suns rise at dawn

The softness of your eyes remind me
of ducklings crossing the paths with

ease
Waddling in youthful strength and

dignity, a champion's pawn
Fragile in design

Yet, rigid in mind
Dreams of your smile and verbal

banter seem like a future sign
Waking to the day where a kiss grazes

your cheek, so kind
Only you in sight

And not another who can fill the
space

Incognita to the pages, write
Each letter or number as we pace the

days 
You're the unifying reason for us all to

breathe
Donne writes of unified spirits in

innocent comfort and love
Romantics begged the tumultuous

walls that do wreathe
A fragile beauty in flight as the

captured dove
Seeking freedoms in hurtful eyes

I proclaim that I do care
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Deeply than any man that stands before
her, due times

Dreams call her into my arms and for
others to stare

In pairing eyes that have fallen to the
juggler that plagued Mary Wroth

Eyes that Shakespeare compared to the
warmth of the summer sun

Private stares that left cloths to the side,
for Leapor could only dream of situations

dreamingly false
But time grows soft, as the birds

beautifully sung
Glowing is her frame and her grin

Elder years will come as you grasp my
tired hands

Reaching for air and time, as beached
Dolphins flailing fins

One last kiss upon her lips before time
runs gone with sands

Blackened are the skies
Silent is world

Only do I see her eyes
Beautiful eyes in this life gone cold

  
Yet, this door stays open as you look

beguiled and confused
Nothing, I just remembered a story and

felt amused
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Letters and words express your true self
In the eyes of many, you're a buried

treasure sought to be dug deeper past
belief

Beyond the grounds of air and existent
stealth

Schoolchildren's quarreled puns when all
gather with verbal hearts sheathed 

The letters of proclaimed love shall lay
hidden under the ghostly existence

If given to the light, then be it that very
light uncovering the darkened scars

Constant barrage of mistaken actions 
Sands controlling time in consistent

growing yards
Fallen unto another beauty so fair

Innocent eyes and forgotten vices of
exquisite smiles

Remembrance of those before, whom
used the juggler's ploy to attract the

vulnerable stare
Reminded notes and poetry of maids

forgone the jester masks upon scripted
trials

Love in the pen should be as that and
given to the world in all present than the

private hope
Journeys on these riskful temptations only

lead to the declining storm filled slopes
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With falling in love
  

No magic occurs
  

Alone, you're happy with her
thoughts

  
Together, you laugh with her

subtleties
  

In crowds, her eyes say when it's
time to leave

  
At work, you hope she doesn't trip

  
In class, you stare with false

butterflies as writes so attentively
  

When you witness her pain, power
consumes you as her only guardian

angel
  

Apart, you wish for another day of
peace

  
Later, you wonder what can fix a

heart so broken
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And so we lay and watch the ceiling.
  

Her hand draped upon my chest,
  

lifting up the nonexistent
handkerchief,

  
fingers swaying as oceans do.

  
The dead of midday,

  
nothing more to push for,

  
but to lay,

  
still paintings hung along her walls,

  
we still lay,

  
her head upon my still beating heart,

  
nothing more to want during a midday,

  
my kiss upon her head,

  
her kiss upon my stubble ridden chin,

  
we lay during an October midday.
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Suicidal Beauty
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She left
Said she hated what was created

The constant notifications of negating the
newly formed negativity

The boy with the blessed smile
No longer breathing the granted air of

mortality
The joyous occasions of daybreak lay

meaningless
The urge to live and explore disintegrate

along with childhood innocence 
Religious beliefs became the lies of a

shattered nation
In the mirror these words are meaningless

Every appearance leading to a threat of
pain

Death, the ultimate freedom
Unbound from a body riddled with verbal

arrows
Negating the act of succumbing to biblical

salvation
Nor does this angel fall between the

molten grounds
This hero fallen, from a broken heart

A mortal man lost through in the shuffled
arts
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She has friends
She has care

She has everything that doesn't
require a price tag

Or at least that's what I'm lead to
believe

The words she conjures are cryptic
Saying she's fine is saying the world is

okay
It's okay in appearance, but deep

down there's trouble
Something left to bother on the

inside
Every girl, woman, young or old hold

the bothersome sorrows inside
Beneath their surface
Most of us can't see it

No one speaks of it
We let now dictate the next moves

We don't pick up on then
On how she was before she step foot

beside me
I didn't pick it up
I let it get past me

So she suffers
Quietly 

Growing as each second passes
It's too late...
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She sits there almost in tears
The sense of defeat blankets her

being
She wants to cry

She chooses not to
The pain is apparent on her two

brown eyes
She wants the pain to leave forever

She looks up to catch eyes
I can only sit and smile in hopes

she smiles soon
She continues working with the

pain on her face
I want to brighten her day

I can't find the bravery to move
So I sit back and check in ever so

often
Still she appears sad

With every grasp of the phone she
falls deeper

Looking out for help
I can't move

Set in stone as I could only watch
the chance go by

Only to hope someone can change
her views

To make her smile once more
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I see the pain that's in her eyes
She says she's okay when all is not

fine
Her eyes tell me a different story

And another worry
Again, she'll say everything is fine

I see that it isn't 
Why is it that every girl seems sad

or hurt in this world?
Nothing, but hurt for the girl

looking to be cared for
To be held

To find happiness
I get sidetracked 

She seems happy after the fact
After all the complicated

explanations are done with
And after all the work is set aside

She laughs
When the noise dies down and no
one is there to give her attention

She drowns
She drowns in the silence

She drowns in the sorrows of before
Head hung low as she walks

And why?
Why should she hang her head?
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Red can be the
beauty upon

roses
Tulips

blossoming in
blood water
She said she
wants to die

Constricted by
smilies and
metaphors

Boas collapse
lungs

Crowds bring
the voices alive
She shies away

from food
courts and

dressing room
mirrors

Hoping the
ghosts laughing

can't find her
Her ribs are

exposed
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Sitting on her
bed

She's beautiful
The razor

blades smirk
with disgust
She's getting

into university
The pills yawn

with her
boredom

Her tears show
she can feel

Time for the
voices to get to
work, happily

The scars open
every night

Hoping to take
her mind
elsewhere
There's no

more room on
her skin
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Tossing and turning late
into the night

Watching the ceiling
flicker with neighborhood

lights
Laughs and loving

serenades through ear buds
bring the smiling habits

Tunes calming the screams
of the witch

Drools of the wolfman with
jaws expanded

Something about the music
brings her new life

A new persona
Her old self

The razor blades quiet and
dull

Mouths closed
The pills turn to dust on

mantels full of glee
Freed from the self

shackles
The sounds move her to

joy's sleepless nights
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In her bed with ear
buds attached

She embraces her true
beauty

Her true knowledge
Knowing she has her

faction
Those surrounding her

with love
Waiting for another

Mona Lisa through her
bloodied hands

Reddened by paint
cans

And stripped clean
with brushes

Letting sweet sounds
nod around her with

heads feeling each bass
line

Harmonies so decisive
And melodies so

forgiving
She's home
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The Girl with the
White Hair
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"Sometimes, it takes your world falling apart, to
really know what you stand for.”  -The lady in white

  
Parents yelling

Landlords bickering
Moving trucks arriving 

Every couple of years the trend continues
A walk is in order

The adversity we feared, fuels our creativity
Hand in hand

We take our pens, ear buds, boards, and brushes
The lightness in our faces

No one understands, but us
Each of us

The drummer
The ink blots show us what we crave

What we admire
What we want

Poetry, art, music, or gliding
None of it makes sense

No one will hold us accountable
We control our destinies
We control our shelters

Even with no home, our rooms are big enough
Our canvases are enough

Our roads are wide enough
Our pages are blank enough
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The everyday troubles disappear when we find one another
The idiotic faces that made grandma cringe, make us smile
The facial signs we send each other across the way to speak

If this gets you to smile, then you did your job
No words can tell you how to feel, but your own

There will be those who try to tear down your creativity
There will be the ones with the knives in hand

Jabbing at every opportune moment
You will bleed

What can be done with our blood?
A poem

A painting
A song

Then again, there is the inevitable end
Why not prolong the future?

Become inventive
Different

New
Question why you're awake

What will today be?
Think of her or him constantly

Let them be your inspiration
The motivation to create the unknown 

I've thought of her constantly 
As the reason to improve

Pain staking thoughts that confused me at every turn
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White strands flow into place
A picture post that begins the new race

Hundreds of comments say she's a beauty 
She says she wants patience from the you's and me's 

Millions if messages appear on her screen
From friends, fans, and all kinda of fiends

Saying please, oh please, would you please talk to me
She may think she's alone

Only the four walls to call home
She's past from shut down

Self views had her far below ground
Now, no one can be let in
So is that her false grin?

I know she won't answer
So it's a game I'll play to guess

All that I know 
About this girl with white hair

She'll paint with the images she sees through thin air
And she'll tell you to go fuck yourself if you choose

no to care 
  

(Polite and still brash 
It'd be a sight to see who she might land

They'll walk with the bruises and cuts that appear
through the glass

With a smile that would seem to just last)
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Third eye sticks out of her
neck

The enlightened sight 
She sees all

The hurt she has endured
These red tears stream

down her face
She can't cry anymore

Those tears are
meaningless

The big blue eyes she
carries

Hold the lost innocence of
her careless years

In the mirror she knows
not of who she is

Much less who she can
become with the remaining

fears
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Tonight
I fail

Drowning in seas of empty minds
Without logic to make sense of my lost words

I struggle 
Holding to bare lyrics with false compare

Giving beauty to thee in imagined love
She deserves more

She deserves the light which touch the earth
Caressing the lands that spread beyond beauty
Neither night nor day give me the strength to

move mountains 
To pluck the roses she desires

  
By God, she's requires more than common

metaphors
For stars know not of her unflawed

complexions
Nor a newborn to soft touch
Men tend to spring flowers

Praying for blossoms as a lady's beauty
Giving truth to those with common and false

compare
  

With eyes bright
Bringing the days with sured delight

She deserves better than weakened scripts from
a poet's write

As eternal stars glitter beyond the night
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Tipping a horror dipped
waitress

Blood streaming over tabletops
She's beautiful with open

wounds
With a shy grin as blood spurts

from each rosy cheek
One pill and one shake
The hallucinations stop

She's still as beautiful as deadly
roses

Days stay bright as the blood
streams vanish

And each wound dissipates into
hidden scars

She has a road filled with guitar
strings and paint brushes

Like a blossomed bleeding
heart

Bees move in drones hoping to
pollinate

Unlike others
She smirks

Dropping each man that closes
the distance
One by one 

They fall
Scarred eyes have never been

more attractive
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Another year up and gone
Accomplishments still stacking

Arguments now seem to be
clearly won

More people successfully
joyous at the humorous acting
Or is reacting when you place

the dots upon your face
Against the perpetrated dim

witted misogyny
Artist line paint the struggles

that were in place
Maybe they rise from their

graves like a nightmarish
fantasy

Who is the one they call queen
The not worthily worshipers of

a lady in molded whites
They know not of the fight or
the taunt of a calculated mean

Nor can they contain the
beauty set before their eyes

Cake or coffee, which do you
prefer?

The dinosaurs still fly overhead
towards the creative tipper
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As Angels tear through clouds
I'm lifted

By strings unseen
  

On normal days, the strings would
dissipate

Sending me into memorial cages
Years old cages

Contemplating significant life to
plentiful death

  
She is the puppet master

With strings attached to each limb
Kept in glass for all to witness

Then to look into her eyes, warmed
sunrise

  
Lifted and glided 

Above marches for change
Soaring higher than memories can

grasp
  

This must be love in a trance
Rising golden glee above physical

realities
Alive in emotions mental peace
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Midnight Daydreams
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A painting sits along the walls
with eyes open.

No one can see the streaks of red
that run along her cheeks.

She sits, upper torso and above,
and only a blank stare that bleeds

along the canvas.
Her eyes blue

bring sights of calm waves to mind.
Nightingale strands of the coldest winters

lay length of her shoulders.
Her lips, of sweetened death,

drawn apart so slightly
like that of chipped walls.

Purple and bluish tinge
stain the background.

She, in concrete stares,
sits in forever hurt

along this wall of kind;
eternities frozen, mirroring

the forever pain of she
that put lasting faith 
into blue eyes open.
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I only answered for one
The phone would ring and nerves would build, only to

hear her voice and drift into an ease
She had a far thrown rock in me wanting to burst through
mountains to let her know she's stronger than the world

had known
A delicate touch rising beyond lava flows of issue after

issue
She'd begin to speak and I'd wake up sitting on the curb

of our street
We sat beside each other, my headphones bringing us

close
Smiling and laughing as we when we would walk home

after the bus dropped us off 
The highlight of 6 year old me was getting off before my

stop to talk to her as we stuttered through the
neighborhood streets

My phone rang and I'd be taken back
Troubles that brought us to fearful nights and saddened

woeful strings would lift as drops from a waterfall
Calls would seize to exist and a promise seemed like a

dream, more and more as each day passed 
I never made it to do what I lead on to do

I never made it to take her away from her daily shackles
She would call at night when the days became too heavy

But, no more calls became no more promised dreams
And so was another that I let get away, in all regret
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What does it mean to fall in love during a rainstorm?
To lock eyes on the way home, and ask the wrong questions

only to be drowned out by the car horns
I guess I never mind it

I never paid enough attention to the kids in street, walking
through traffic like an arctic breeze and stopping in the along

the gravel paved concrete, entitled with locked knees
All I had seen was her in my rear view

At 11, that's all I ever knew
If I slowed my pace, as if I was on energy reserve for the mud

race, then I'd talk to her and sing the songs of Usher fates
Though we had nothing really in common, her that speaks of

comics and the love of gothic goblins, I could make it work like
college students getting creative with 30 packs of ramen

11 years old, what's a kid to know?
Love isn't something that falls out of the sky

You could fake love for 18 years and when the go off to study
it's time for the inevitable goodbye

Or could it be like Juliet to Romeo? and I could be a younger
DiCaprio to paint a love so pure that it could only hang on walls

like our middle school collage with photos
Then again, at 11 we barely know each other and rarely speak in

groups together, and so
The ends to a first middle school crush come to close in an all

too well known wave of a "next year, maybe something?" 11, and
thinking she that holds my hand is from the heavens, but I
pause until 12 and the cycle to continue with the same, new

plays of the bell
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I've held post-its to the golden gate sunrise, only to feel a shoulder
tap and parachute flutter down to the markings staged into her eyes

Yet, starry nights don't wake to fingerprints of she stamped onto
my soul, but she to me is Calliope

Evening skies do search and find her words in mind, and so inclined
am I to write a driven line of spring slowed ties

Just because she is to be confined by eyes and hands which belong
not to I, doesn't mean she cannot be a tempered light by candle

totes disguise, to me. 
And I would lie if I were to say that she is not the one to field

plucked and heart strung eyes, because she does. 
So, it's the midnight drive that sullenness finds open the saddened

time the rights refused to flounder under a departed muse. 
A hug everlasting be the memory casting shadows upon the hill

where goodbyes were taken and said, but that's the life that we all
live

A life for future and joyful presents that we take for granted to hold
onto the sleepless early hours and dream of falling off of towers so

high in the sky that we could forever lay with the clouds to fly. 
She taught me the value of a smile and conversation when the minds

shoots blanks. 
In years that will pass, she'll forget me, the laughs, and our cars on
the highway that diverted to pass, and forge a life that drifts so far

from a minute and a half snicker. 
In years that will pass, I'll remember the nerves that took control

after a head nod to assure I understood her question asked and the
conversations that led me to the pencil and pad. 

Maybe my daughter will carry her name in remembrance one day.
To give me hope that she may become more than a princess in need.
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